Helping corporate sponsors

Approaching the home-straight to
full insurance
Optimising the route to removing DB pensions from your balance sheet
For most pension scheme sponsors, full insurance is the ultimate long-term ambition, particularly when you
take into account the long-term costs and risks associated with running a DB scheme. However, if not properly
managed the costs of doing so can be very high and, as a corporate sponsor, you need a clear plan to get
there. This should incorporate company initiatives to make the journey optimal for your shareholders and avoid
cash/accounting surprises. Given the upcoming changes to the pensions funding regime, companies need to be
more proactive than ever before to ensure their objectives drive the journey.

Our integrated framework helps companies set a
pension strategy aligned with both their shorterterm and longer-term objectives. While for some,
buy-out may be very achievable within, say, three
to five years; for others a longer-term plan will be
needed. Our 5-step process provides guidance on:

Key benefits of our planning
framework
Get to full insurance sooner, at lower
cost and with managed risk

• Likely timescale to reach full insurance funding;
and

Joined up thinking across funding,
investment, covenant and member
outcomes

• Practical steps along the way to:
• Better manage risks;

Clear but adaptable plan which
incorporates

• Reduce costs;
• Capture any opportunities to accelerate the
process.

• Robust decision-making process
• Investing in the right way to move
quickly to lock in opportunities

This ensures an optimal approach with the focus
on the end goal, and you are well prepared to
benefit from any short-lived opportunities (driven
by changes in market conditions or insurer appetite)
that arise along the way.

• Being prepared to take advantage
of favourable pricing if it arises.

Our Five Step planning framework to reach full insurance
1. How close are you?

We use our market leading insight to refine buy-out estimates, so they reflect prevailing pricing
and up-to-date scheme experience. This gives you a robust start point for your framework.

Buy-out deficit (£m)

2. Establish the Plan
A good plan is an essential part of any
framework. We will help you develop a robust,
flexible and practical plan.

4. Actions to accelerate timescales
These can include:
• Engaging with insurers to
create market opportunities
• Ensuring liabilities are insurer-friendly
• Member communications
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3. Steps to increase certainty
These can include:
• Optimising asset allocation
• Managing liquidity
• Phased buy-ins
• Refining hedging strategy
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5. Manage transition to buy-out

Access to
insurers via
LCP’s market
leading
de-risking
team
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Our process for managing insurer interactions
ensure benefits are secured smoothly and efficiently
with no surprises along the way.

Years to buy-out
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Full insurance planning framework in practice
In recent years, many sponsors have found themselves significantly ahead of their long-term pension
plans, and unexpectedly within touching distance of full insurance. However, this can be a missed
opportunity and without planning, it can be difficult to fully take advantage of this favourable position. For
example, there could be significant data and benefit specification work still to be undertaken.
In this case study, the sponsor, RockRose Energy, together with the trustees had agreed to target a full buyin within a three year period. They followed a structured process that meant that when markets moved, the
trustees and their sponsor were in the optimal position to transact and at a lower cost than anticipated.
In isolation each individual stage in our framework contributes to closing the gap to full insurance. When
combined, full insurance can go from being an ambitious long-term aim to an actionable plan.

£150m

1. The Scheme was well funded on a typical funding measure. The Scheme Actuary had
estimated the buy-out shortfall to be over £150m relative to assets of £500m. Our more
accurate assessment, allowing for up-to-date insurer pricing and estimated the shortfall
at £75m.

Assessed Buy-out deficit

2. We projected this deficit to narrow
considerably in the next two years, through
employer contributions, expected investment
returns, maturing profile of the Scheme and
member option experience.
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3. The investment strategy was adjusted to
better hedge insurance pricing and agree
a plan for liquid assets. The Trustees
agreed to retain a modest level of return
seeking assets to bridge the final shortfall,
in return for some additional security
through a wider contingent support package
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4. A Joint Working Group was set up with input
from employer, trustees and their advisers.
A Flexible Retirement Options exercise was
planned to ensure members were aware of all
of their choices, and liabilities were settled in
the most cost-efficient way.
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5. Data cleansing, benefit specifications
and communication channels were well
established when the Covid-19 pandemic
created a short-term market pricing
opportunity. The Scheme exploited this
and approached the market quickly,
securing a transaction with a significantly
lower level of cash contribution than
expected.
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